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Influence of England on Voltaire. 
'
1La raisonn, that was the key-note of Voltaire.His task .. was to 
make popular the genius and authority of reason. The foundations of 
the social fabric were in such a condition that the touch of reason 
was fatal to the whole structure, which instantly began to crumble. 
Authority and use are oppose d to reason, so long as the institutions 
which they protect are of fair practicable service to a society.After 
the death of Louis XlV grace, pomp,social utility of spiritual and 
political absolutism passed away. Voltaire brought reason. 
Voltaire's works are truly his own, his sentences coming forth 
from his own mind. In the realm of mere letters Voltaire is one of the 
little band of monarchs and in styl e he is not to be surpas s ed. n is ) 
expression is exceedingly clear. 
The philosopher's book s would not have been the powers they 
were, but for hi s constant desire to come into the closest contact 
wi t h the pr act ical affa i r s of t he world. He had a keen instinct to 
seek the society of conspicuous actors on the great scene. It has 
been said that Voltaire is the most puissant man of letters that 
ever lived. Vfuatever men do and think was real and alive in Voltaire. 
Before we take up Voltaire's flight to England, let us con-
sider for a moment his youth or "la jeuness e,: c1 e Voltaire 11 • The past 
on which he had to look back was full of turmoil, contention, im-
pat ience, and restless production. Francois Marie Arouet ~as born in 
.J 
1694 , endowed with a feeble constitution. His fa ther was a notary of 
good repute, whi le his mothe r p o s ses ~ Ed an intelleutual alertne s s 
which penetrate d the charact er of he r son. Unfortunately s he died 
1 
when he r son was but seven ~7 ears Q:ld. His Jesuit instructors at the 
Coll~ge Louis le-Gr and wer e wisely de voted to intellectua l e~~cat j_ on 
i n t he br oa dest s ense that was possible. AT ~~s1. ' s t empe r wa s i nd eed 
a ctive f r om t he very f i r . ' c~ re d not 0h~t he s Ri d nor to wh om h e 
s a id it. He even went so far as to sav Ll"1 ·.·!. ti :·lc learne d 11ot h i n :- i / C . 
N -
. ' . ~ J. 
Iearh in;:; a t school. Like Menoken of today , h e f e ~J. !"r=: ·" ne i ther Goc1 no1· 
l etween a youth of bold , vivacious, and imagi na tive di S) O-
s i t i on e.Ec1 .s. f ·:-:. -t;he r of nhe temperament proper to a notary vdth many 
re sp onsibili t i es , t h e r e could be no sympathies;and of course the t wo 
qua rreled. Voltai re 's godfather, abb~ C~teauneuf, took him int o gay 
society, where he became very p opular. The only free and h onest s oul 
with whom t he youth had to do, however , was the witty and intellectual 
Ninon de l' Enclos, a friend to his mother. She was kind to him and 
cherished him as she might a son. At the age of twenty, Volta ire was 
an intimate friend and professed disciple of a bbe Chaulieu's · band. 
' Meanwhile Arouet le pere was exceedingly wrath, for he wanted his 
son to become a lawyer , whereas le fils had a keen passion for writ-
ing and copying the grace and natural ease of the poet Chaulieu.He 
satisfied his desire , but found himself in the Bastille for the 
verses of biting-turn he had created in Paris.He utilized his time 
here in studying and writing Oedip e . The next six years were divid-
ed between lively society, compositions of new plays, and the com-
pletion of t he Henriade. The writer was constantly travelling over 
the face of Europe, these constant movements be i ng the price that he 
paid for the vigor and freedom of his speech at a time when super-
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stitious powers ruled Erance, ready to crush every independent writer. 
His were flights from injustice: retreats before a pack of wolves. In 
17 22 when t he!elder Arouet died, the name 11Arouet" disappeared giving 
way to"Voltaire", an anagram of Arouet, le jeune. 
In December of 1725, the beginning of the dispute between 
Voltaire and the Due de Rohan-Chabot took place. It was at the opera 
in the box of Adrienne Lecouvreur. Something in the tone or talk of 
the poet irritated a certain Chevalier de Rohan- Chabot, a scion of 
the gre a t house o+" Rohan" ,who may have been a rival for the hand of 
Adrienne. "Monsieur de Voltaire, Monsieur .Arouet, what is your name?" 
the Chevalier aslred, . contemptuously. Vol:!;·aire replied, 11 I do not drag 
a great name in the mud, 11 as it were, the chevalier being suspected 
of practicing usury;" but I know how to honor the name which I do 
bea r". According to another account:"I am beginning my narne; you are 
ending yoursll. The Chevalier lifted his cane, Voltaire drew his sword, 
Adrienne fainted, and the scene closed. This scene was followed by 
the circulation of deadly epigrams( 6pigrammes assassines), doubtless 
Voltaire's on the Chevalier de Rohan. The next episode took place at 
the home of Due de Sulli, where the poet was dining. He was asked 
to go downstairs to see a person who was waiting for him. As he did 
so six men beat him while de Rohan directed the assault. As the Due 
• 
de Sulli refused to accompany his guest to the commissary of the 
police, Voltaire told his .story to Madame de Prie, but her influence 
with the Due de Bourbon was not strong enough to induce him to order 
the prosecution of a Rohan for having perpetra ted a foul outrage on 
a poet. However, the authorities had the assailants arrested though 
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nothing was done to the Due de Rohan. Voltaire's next move wa s to 
take lessons in fencing in preparation for a duel. Meanwhile, the 
police were watching him, and on the seventeenth of April they su c-
ce ede d in confining him to the Bastille. He did not remain here 
long, as he was granted a request to go to England where t he law 
protected the humblest plebians as well as the aristocrats. 
England! Vfuat a contrast with France, where there pre-
vailed a general air of poverty, uneasiness among the subjects who 
were ruled over by a despotic, oppressive,and indifferent govern-
ment! Voltaire has ever kept alive in his writings t his antithesis 
and has sought to fi ght against tyranny, showing by examples the 
way to make France flourish again with liberty and prosperity, in 
a country which asks nothing but to be free from oppression. From 
his forced sojourn in England the exile acquired all kinds of 
ideas, the spirit of freedom, liberty of conscience, in fact libert y 
i n all things. 
Someone has extended the argument that Voltaire did 
not like England because the storms of liberty instilled hi~ with 
fe a r. Any of Voltaire's texts s h ow the falsity of such a s t atement. 
He loved liberty above everything else even health. He paid hom-
age to the country in which men lived more free than elsewhere. In 
the Henriade,in the Lettres philosophi ques, in the Dictionnaire 
philosophigue, in his correspondance, everywhe r e he could, he s a id 
that t he best of all Constitutions was that of England, the l and of 
liberty of thought, spee ch, and pe rson. 
Voltaire landed at Greenwich, possibly on a fair day , 
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though t he exact date cannot be positively fixed; the weather wa s 
the loveliest of an English May-time, and the French exile was en-
chanted. Every one was cordial and kind to him. It was no wonder 
th~t he was delighted with his surroundings. Voltaire came to Lon-
don on the evening of the day on which he landed at Greenwich, and 
doubtless made his way to the house of Bolingbroke in Pall Hall. 
He had been very friendly with Bolingbroke on the latter's visit 
to France, and it is no wonder that the writer went directly to 
the Lord's home. 
The guest was enraptured with hi s host, Lord Boling-
broke! "J'ai trouvEf dans cet illustre anglais, toute l'6rudition 
de s on pays et toute la politesse du :a.6tre. Cet homme qui a pass~ 
I toute sa vie dans les affaires a trouve pourtant le moyen de tout 
,/ 
apprendre et de tout retenir. Il sait l'histoire des anciens Egypti ens 
com.rne celle d'Angleterre; il poss"ede Virgile comme Milton;il aime 
la po~sie Anglaise, la :B,rancaise et 1' Italienne '' , says he about his 
? 
host. The young poet was at that time busy with his epic poem. He 
meditated the H. enriade and Le Pour et le Centre. He remained with 
Bolingbroke just long enough to become impregnated with his ideas; 
then he retired to a quiet country village, Wandsworth. The nature 
and extent of B0lingbroke's influence on V-oltaire is one of the 
most interesting questions in the literary history of the ei ght eenth 
century.Voltai r e regarde d Bolingbroke as his master, whom he r ever-
enced. Bolingbroke was a teacher, Voltaire a disciple. \That Voltaire 
saw and read in England sent him from that country a master in the 
niceties of the English tongue, a scholar familiar with almost every-
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: h ing which English genius had indeed produced in poetry, criticism, 
satire, metiphysical speculation; the champion of civil and intel-
lectual liberty,the disciple and exponent of Locke and of Newton. 
From Bolingbroke he learned the application of those studies. He e-
merged from the school of Locke and Newton a logician and philos-
opher. From the school of Bolingbroke, he emerged the Prince of I-
conoclasts and an Apostle of Scepticism. Bolingbroke supplie d Vol-
taire with doctrines, illustrative matter, and arguments. 
Sickness of body and distre ss of mind were suffi-
cient reasons to induce Voltaire to keep away for a time from the 
whirl and excitement of the London p ol itica l and literary worl ds . 
But he had another reason for desiring retirement. He came to fng -
land wi th i nsat i able curiosit y , and with the wish to make the be st 
u se of every opp ortunit y that mi ght come his way . Yet he knew very 
little of the Eng l ish language . He might have studi ed it at the 
Bast i l le, but even i f he coul d rea~ it , he had no command of t he 
l anguage for conversati onal ~urp oses . He coul d ha ve got on ple~s -
ar1t l y enollt;h ·•Ji tj_lollt ~c roubl ing h i mself t o lear n t he :.2 eut 011i c lan-
guage ; i:m.t he could not h;:we obtB.ine(L a ny reall~y sound or se ri ou r:; 
.l~nowle~g e of t he cotmt:ry he via s vi s i t ing , ancl even among the h i ;:::h -
er i nt ellectual li ght s t here was at l east one f rom whose s ocie ty 
c i gnoran~ of 3ngl:Lsl1 ·:. ould ha.ve excluded him. ':'he fir f;t i n ts :cvie,,; 
VoltaLce ' ;, rolu.~~c i ::-ct i cn of 8 t.lcl'l Engli sh a s he kne-. ; ', as uni :c1 ~el 
i: O'':~,c c.t the very "be g inn ing <:m c:zce ll c :crt reason fo x- b _p e:ciC. in~· 1~he 
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h i mself' -.ii th eus e in Llle Eng.l i sh 19.n z:;ua t: e . ::i.1he village , of course , 
was .JanCi.sworth . Hi s intensive stu dy of the language brought h i m 
f'Tui tf'ul rewarlls , for at the clos e of 1727 he wrot e a li tt le vohm1e 
wh ich conta ine d tvv o :S nglish e ssa~rs . '.:.'he s e e s says are i nte r est i ng 
in many -,T;ays ; but wha t makes them ch i efly i nt erestinc; i s the fa ct 
that they are the YIO Tk of a forei tsne r v-;ho , ei cht een months before , 
hs.<l h o..:r6. l y p ossesse d the sl i ght est acqua int ance w:L th the =:ngli sh 
langua .~ e. 
Vo l taire may be sa id t o have come oat of h i s ret i :re -
1nent i n lh e be r; inning of 1 '72.7 , when he was formally :presented at 
ccurt . Hi s a cqua i ntance wi th George l ha cl t i ll novv been onl y of t h e 
lite rar y k i nd . ·.-:hen his Oe dipe was l) l ayed in 1718 , Volta i r e lav-
i shl y cUstributecl his printe d play to roya l personnages among wh om 
was George 1. His acquaintance now was of a pers ona l kind, howeve r. 
Now Voltaire's resi dence in England was a turning 
point in his caree r. It was i mp ortant to Europe and to humani ty 
a ccording t o Condorcet. The exile's works s h ow an influence ei the r 
as the profes s ed disciple and interp r eter of English t ea chers or as 
an inclependent inquirer. "De s ce moment~' says Condorcet, nvol taire 
se sentit appel~ a d~truire les pr~jug~s de toute espece, dont 
son pays etai t l'esclave. 11 His sojour n influenced h is poetry,crit -
icisms, essays, and history; and t o help things along Lord Boling-
broke introduced his friend to all the writers and influential men 
whom he knew. 
Pope was the one Englishman whom Voltaire most of all 
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desired to see. ~here had been some slight interchange of civilities 
between them while Voltaire was still in France, and each of them, 
in correspondence with friends, had said kindly and appreciat i ve 
things of the poems of the other. Bolingbroke had sent Voltaire's 
epi c of the Henriade to Pope, and Pope had passed flattering re-
marks about it. When Voltaire heard this he did by let t er intro-
duce himself to Pope, corresponding with him on the Henriade. He 
also said some a greeable things about Pope, which he knew would 
reach the latter. Pope was duly satisfied on hearing the flat t er-
ies of the poet. No two literary men ever dwelt more profusely on 
their scorn for the attacks of obscure or spiteful opp onents, but 
no tw o ever suffered more sensitively when stung even by the pet-
tiest scribbler, and to be sure, no two first-class writers ever 
were more delighted listeners t o the singing of their own praises. 
There are many conflicting anecdotes about the 
first personal interview between Pope and Volt a i r- e, crude and un-
likely, no doubt written by the French poet's rivals. One version 
intimates that Voltaire's manners at Pope's table were so unbear-
able that Mrs. Pope had to leave the room. Is it possible or rather 
probable that a young man of the world, fresh from the polished 
society of' the French court would possess no more manners than a 
savage? Another story declares that the guest talked so grossly 
of a disorder he had contracted in Italy that Mrs. Pope was oblig-
ed to rise from the table.~o repudiate this fable may it be said 
that Voltaire was never in Italy? Duvernet, a biographer, tells 
the true story of the first meeting. Voltaire and Pope wer e very 
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much embarrassed in their first int erview. The former could not 
speak English and the latter had difficulty in expressing himself 
in French. Consequently, Voltaire retired to Wandsworth until he 
could express himself in English with perfect ease. 
There is one serious charge brought against Vol-
taire in his relations with Pope. He acted as a spy for the court, 
proving to be a hypocrite. The Pope and Bolingbroke circle was in 
opposition to Walpole, but this mattered little to Voltaire. He 
was intimate with them all, both \Vhigs and Tories having brought 
from Paris influential letters to men of both parties. Party pol-
itics meant nothing to the Frenchman; he went wherever he thought 
it worth his while to go. He did not consider literature as the 
sole purpose in life, but had a keen desire to know public men 
and public affairs. On one occasion he attempted to betray to the 
court a secret which had been confided to him by Pope. Now it chanced 
that Bolingbroke was secretly writing letters in a paper, under the 
name of the Occasional Writer. These letters were attacks upon 
Walpole and the courtiers. ~he author's identity was concealed, 
but the Government was curious to know the writer of these un-
usual art icles. Voltaire attempted to extract from Pope the name 
of the writer, while Pope divining the treacherous intention gave 
him false information, saying that he h i mself (Pope) wrote the 
articles. Volta i r e delivered the false news to the Court, which 
was spread around everywhere the following day. If this story is 
true, it seems strange that there was never any breach between ei-
ther Pope or Bolingbroke and Voltaire. 
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Volta ire's admiration of Pope's lit erary achievements 
was unbounded. He considered Pope's poetry most elegant , correct, 
and harmonious. He admired Pope's style, but disagreed with his i-
deas on happiness. Pope forwarde d the argument that "whatever is, 
is ri ght". His excessive optimism in t he Essay on Man irritated 
Voltaire who opposed his optimistic theories in writing about the 
Lisbon earthquake. Would Pope have sa id :"Whatever is,is ri ght ;! , 
had he been at Lisbon where so many innocent people lost their 
lives? ~Vhy did the Supreme Being send such a curse on His people? 
We need a God who speaks to t he human race. Optimism is desper-
a t ion! 
In singing Pope's prai se to Madame Denis in 1748, 
Volt a i r e says: 
''L' Ombre de Pope avec les rois repose 
Un peuple entier fait son apot heose, 
Et son nom vole a l'immortalite." 
To Voltai r e , Pope was the English Boileau. He read and reread 
his poetry and modeled many of his poems and essays after Pope's 
works. 
It was at Lord Peterborough's that Voltaire became 
intimately acquainted with Swift, the greatest English writer wh om 
Voltaire met. He was greatly impressed by the peculiar and inimitable 
style of Swift, considering the English satirist far above the 
French ?.abelais. Both were clergymen and jested at everyth ing; but 
Rabelais was not above his age, and Swift was far above R8belais. 
The Tale of a Tub incited Voltaire with much enthusiasm, 
because in it Swift amused and instructed at the expence of the 
human race. He adored Swift for expressing his opinions, being un-
restrained by laws as one was in France. However, the second part 
of Gulliver's Travels displeased Voltaire because of its unnatural-
ness, its wild inventions, and its fairy tales. 
A proof of Voltaire's friendship with Swift 
may be seen in the fact that Voltaire wrote several letters of 
introduction to Paris for Swift, who had planned to visit France 
in 1727. ~he plan came to naught, however. 
In March Voltaire attended newton's funeral 
in Nes t minster Abbey, which made a profound impression up on him. 
He ma rvelecl on seeing men of state, Dukes and Earls, contend to 
be pa ll-bearers to a man whose sole distinction had lain in in-
tellectual eminence. He took this event a s an opportunity to con-
trast England and Fn:uce .lie sa i d : 11 In ~-~ ngland all gr eat peopl e 
"·- -·',-e a place i n the temple of memory, while in ~" ~ b..uvc the;y are 
i'orgotten" . Curious to know of Uewton Voltaire sought :.£rs. Condui t, 
Si r lS tia. c ' s niece . JJ,: .J.ll Hc..i.. .L ~_. s h e heard the apple story, and to 
h i m, s o i t se ems, the world O\'.'F::::.. ~:1e __:-)r eservati on of that most in-
tere sting of anecdotes."One day i n t'rl e year 1666, Newton then re-
tired to the country, seeing some fruit f a l l from a tree,as I was 
told by his neice,Madame Condui t , fell into a profound meditation 
upon the cause which draws all bodies in a line which if prolonged, 
would pass very nearly through the centre of the earth11 • 
(Philosophie de newton, chpt.lll.) 
Dr. Clarke,a personal friend to Newton, gave Voltaire much in-
formation about Newton and his theories. One thing which greatly 
impressed Voltaire was the air of contemplation and respect with 
which Clarke pronounced the name of God. He had acquired this hab-
it from Newton: a habit which Voltaire believed should be a custom 
of every man. 
Locke was believed by Voltaire to be the true 
philosopher, the philosopher par excel lence, because this man wise 
and prudent, taught a doctrine which showed the uselessne s s of de-
fining things as they are and the nee d of limiting of thinking 
within the bounds of an experience relative to our intelligence. 
Locke doubted much,his being a philosophical doubt. He repudiated 
forever what came from Descartes and his disciples. Newton had an-
nihilated the vortices of Descartes, and Locke declared himself 
a true pupil of Newton. Volta ire made up his mind that he should 
return to France with the philosophic ideas of Locke and Newton 
and provoke a revolution in the French ideas of philosophy. 
ffuile the French exile was making friends in 
England, he was dilligently collecting material to be put into his 
Lettres Philosophigues,Dictionnaire Philosophigue, Siecle de Louis 
xiv, Histoire de Charles xii.First of all he investigated the his-
tory and tenets of the Quakers. He made the acquaintance of t he 
eminent Quaker Andrew Pitt, who took him to the Quakers' services, 
informed him of their beliefs, and gave him Quaker literature to 
study. Voltaire's work on the cuakers is a result of this study. 
He next studied and commented on commerce,fi-
nance, government,economy of the Established Church, habits and 
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character of the clergy. He observed three things especially; he 
found himself in the midst of a free people, who lived unrestrained 
save by laws which they themselves had made; there existed a free 
press, the English thought what they pleased and published what 
they thought without fear of being prosecut~d. He saw a powerful 
aristocracy eager candidates for literary and scientific dis t inc-
tion. Especially was he impressed by the homage paid by all classes 
to intellectual eminence.In France genius was rewarded by a barren 
wreath of the academy, but in England genius meant popularity and 
wealth. Take the example of Addison who had risen to one of the 
highest offices of the State by his writing, and that of Newton 
who became Master of the Mint, and of Locke, commisJoner of Appeals. 
Philosophy and polite letters were of especial 
interest to Voltaire. In Philosophy there were two great movements 
going on in England: one was scientific, the other theological or 
metaphysical; the one err1inated from Bacon and Newton, the other 
from that school of deists which originating with Herbert and with 
Hobbes had found its modern exponents in Tyndal, Toland,Oollins, 
and Woolston. His guides were Bolingbroke and Dr. Clarke, the phy-
sician and disciple of Newton. Dr. Clarke introduced Voltaire to 
another disciple of Newton, Dr. Pembroke, the author of A View 
of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy from which Voltaire derived his 
account of Newton's philosophy in Les Lettres Philosophigues, and 
" ., Les Elements de la Philosophie de Newton. 
From Newton whose Metaphysics disgusted him, 
he proceeded to Locke whose Essays delighted him. To Locke, who 
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becrune his philosophical gospel, Voltaire remained loyal to the end. 
The controversy between the opponents and the 
apologists of Christianity engaged Voltaire's attention particular-
ly. He owed more to Bolingbroke than all English deists put together, 
but how carefully he studied the course of the controve r sy is obvi-
ous from many passages in his writings. In the Dictionnaire Phil-
osophique he speaks with much respect of 'lioolst on, praising t he 
labors of that great free-thinker. 
Two essays were published in English by Volt aire 
in the Hnter of 1727: Essay on Civil Wars in France, and Essay~ on 
Epic Poetry. Such English as they were written in was worthy of 
Dryden or Swift. The first essay is an historical sketch of t he 
civil troubles in France between the accession of Francis the Second 
and the reconciliation of Henry the Fourth with the Church of Rome. 
The second essa y is in the form of a dissertation on Epic Poet ry, 
a review of the principal epic poems of anti quity and Modern Europe. 
These essays prepared the public for the appearance of the Henriade, 
now almost ready for the printer. 
There is no doubt as to the popularity of the 
Henriade published in March, 1728. Every one subscribed for this 
brilliant and forcible piece of poetry,even the King and Queen. 
The fact that i t was dedicated to the Queen Carol ine may have 
been the reason for t he Queen giving the author money while the 
King invit ed him to private supper parties. 
The delightful biography, Histoire de Charles xii, 
wa s the next business of Voltaire. Various friends such as Von Fabrice 
J 
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who knew much of Charles' public and private life, Bolingbroke, 
and the Duchess of Marlborough supplied him with much of the in-
formation. Bolingbroke also prompted his guest with working on 
Brutus, a tragedy inspired by Shakespeare and Lee. This tragedy 
was not completed, however, until Voltaire's return to Paris. A-
nother tragedy also influenced by the great Shakespeare, La M:ort 
~ de Cesar completed in 1734, wa s being sketched at this time. Of 
course he was also composing his Lettres philosophigues, the first 
French edition of which was published in 1734. 
In his study of English poetry and prose, Voltaire 
began wi t h Shakespeare, studying his principal dramas for stucture, 
diction, and characterization. The influence of Shakespeare on 
Volt aire's own tragedies i~ v ery perceptible and the extent of that 
influence will be apparent if we compare the plays produced before 
his English visit with the plays produced on his re t urn to France; 
compa re Oe diP§_, Artemise, and Marianne with Brutus, Eryphile, and 
~ Zaire. Ju l ius Caesar cert a inly influenced Brut us and La Hort de Cesar 
a s Othe l lo i s the bas i s fo r Zaire , wh :L l e r emini s cence s of Hamle t are 
unmist a lmbl y both i n Ery1)hi 1 e a nct S ~mi rami s . Vo l tai r e t r anslated Lhe 
first thre e act s of Jul ius Caesar int o French , and i n h i s ~e t tres 
philos opbi ques he ha s gi ven an admi r able versi on of the famous s o-
l i lo c~uy i n llamlt::t . His Es s1..:.y on 13£ i Q l' oe try sho':is th:J.t he studied 
Hilt on GUld rms rl e~ l infon~1 e c1 on t he ~) oems .J..no. fl. ramas of Dryc1 e:;.l. _E~:· 
_e; _-,_:: i· _tance Nith t.;he e ssei.ys of .L:..c";_ (l_i s on , ·:;·~ e -,e ·:t cTi t ic and wr i ter 
of his ae·e a ccorc1in · t o Volto.. ire , i s sho-.vn il1 tl2.e I: :i. ct ionnc:;ire 
_phil osophi~. Vo l taiTe pl aced his Cato at the h E<-:.cl of ul l Engl i sh 
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t r aeedi e s . ~ o Dwift ' s wri t ings he owed his love for the En~l i sh 
langua .c:>' e . ~he r.:I ic r om~ gas is l argely indebted t o Gulliver ' s Trave ls . 
J!' urthermor e , Voltaire though a .ll'renc!l.Jno.n , vJas the f irst cr i t ic t o 
draw attention t o the peculiar mer i ts of the verse s of that Engl i sh 
?abe l a i s . He admired the poems ancl trasedi es , to o, of ~homson , the 
true philos opher and lover of mar1kincl . 
The poetry of Pope Vo l ta ire re ad and reread 
wi th ad!1lirat i on; t he I~ssays on Cri tic ism, Essu~r on Ean , and he 
?ap e of the Lock . The Temple du Gortt was certainly influenced by 
the Dunc i ad , l e Desastre de Li sbo1Lae and the Discours en vers sur 
1' homrne bear the impress of the Essay on !.'Ian, La Roi naturelle be -
ing modelled on it. Such was the influence of English writers on 
the French writer. 
On hi s release fr om the Bastille, Voltaire 
sought refuge in a country where he would be free in body, soul , 
and mind, Up till now he had been a poet. lie had produced three 
tragedies and written an epic. In one of these tragedies,Oedipe, 
he had expressed his desire for freedom in the words of Ar aspe: 
"Ne nous fions qu'a nous;voyons tout par nos yeux: 
Ce sont 1'a nos tr~pieds, nos oracles, nos dieux." 
The Ep1tre )l Uranie written in 1722 is a terse protest against 
the prevailing religious beliefs, its contradictory idea of an 
omnip otent God, who gave us guilty hearts so as to have the right 
of punishing us; who drowne d the fathers in the flood and then 
died for the children; who exacts an account of their ignorance 
from an hundred peoples whom he has himself plunged helplessly 
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into this ignorance: 
' "Je ne reconnais point a cette indigne image. 
Le dieu que je dais adorer; 
/ Je croirais le deshonorer 
Par une telle insulte et par un tel hommage." 
(:Epftre a Uranie, le pour et le contre i 
Though called 11 The For and Againstn,the poet hardly tries tomain-
tain any proportion between the two sides of the argument,scepti-
cism being a la mode at the time. 
It was not simply the resentment of an injus-
tice which drove Voltaire from France. He was tired of the poor 
life around him and sought a land where men made reason their or-
acle, tripod, and God, where they had rejected Christianity and 
had put their faith in disciplined intelligence and its lessons. 
He left a country where people simply talked of freedom of think-
ing. He found in England that free thinking was a far reaching 
reality found in theology, literature, manners, politics, and phil-
osophy of a great society. He left France a poet, he returned to 
it a sage. When he returned he had been instilled with the idea 
of scientific reason, and had become alive to the central truth 
of the social destination of al~rt . and all knowledge. He became 
a leader in the theory of scientific reasoning, leading others 
yet throwing his thunder bolts. Condorcet tells us that England 
showed Voltaire that truth is not a secret to be guarded by phil-
osophers and their disciples under penalty of being persecuted 
should they reveal their secret. Men are free to express their 
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opinions openly in England. Vfuy not in France? On his return to 
his native soil the Frenchman did all in his power to free the 
people who might be slaves of public limitations. 
It is not difficult to understand the sorts 
of fact which would most strike the exiles attention. Perhaps the 
first circumstance to press itself on him was the social and the 
political consequence of the men of letters in England and the 
of 
recognition given to the power of the pen. The patronage~men of 
letters and of genius in the reign of Queen Anne and in part of 
the reign of the first George had been wonderful. In France a poet 
had been thrown into prison for resenting a whipping by a lackey. 
In England Newton and Locke were rewarded with public offices. 
There was familiar intercourse between ministers and brilliant 
literary men of that age. Men who profited by it were alive and 
were the central figures in the circle among which Voltaire was 
introduced by Bolingbroke. Newton's death was witnessed by Voltaire. 
He saw how the public mourned the loss, surrounding his burial 
with pomp and circumstances worthy of a king rather than a geom-
eter. Swift was still a dignitary in the state church, and there 
was still a large association of outward power and dignity with 
literary merit.High honor was paid to intellectual eminence. There 
was freedom in press and in theatre. 
We can best realize the impression this scene 
of free speech made on Voltaire by recalling how in France the au-
thor suffered before he could publish what he had to say on Locke 
and on Newton. He had to delay his publication a long time, use 
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many arts, suffer various persecutions, and finally change much 
of what he had to say. 
Voltaire found not only a new idea of truth 
as something robust and self sufficient, but also what was to him 
a new order of truths, the triumphs of slow-footed induction and 
of positive reason. The Newtonian doctrine of attraction gave him 
an irresistable impulse to the innate rationality or positivity 
of his own mind. 
Locke's essay impelled him further in the 
same path of patient questioning of experience; for the same meth-
od which established gravitation presided over the birth of expe·-
rientialism- the theory that all knowledge is based upon experience. 
Locke saw the hopelessness of defining things as they are in them-
selves, and the necessity of understanding the reach of human in-
telligence, the limitations of our thinking and knowing faculties 
within the bounds of an experience that must always be relative. 
It was not religious doubt on his part, but philosophical. 
Voltai r e's hatred was bitter for prejudice, 
mean conceit, sinister preference for class or order, indolence, 
obstinacy, wanton fancy. We are all created equal: 
' / / 
"Ce monde est un grand bal., ou des fous deguises, 
Sous les risibles noms d' Eminence et d' Altesse, 
Eensent enfler leur ~tre et hausser leur bassesse. 
En vain des vanit6s 1' appareil nous surprend: 
/ / * Les mortels sont egaux; leur masque est different." 
Besides the speculative aspects of what he 
* Discours sur l'homme. 
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saw in England, Voltaire was deeply penetrated by the social dif-
ferences between a country that had been effectively transformed 
from feudalism, and his own where feudalism had been changed into 
a system unfit to conduct a nation to free and industrious devel-
opments of new civilization. Voltaire was sufficiently struck by 
the evils connected with the privaleged system to notice the ab-
sence of such evils in English territory and to understand the 
secret of English imunity from them. One of the worst curses in 
France was the 'taille' or capitation tax. In England Voltaire 
had the opportunity to observe that the peasants ate white bread, 
were decently clad, and were not afraid of taxes. The peasants 
were not ashamed to work on farms even though they had money,while 
in France the tendency was for every man who had a small capital 
to buy a place in town and quit the country. Naturally this rush 
to the cities did much harm to agriculture. 
Another striking observation was that the nobles 
and priests were not exempt from paying certain taxes. There was a 
tendency towards democracy in the fact that all ranks and classes 
mingled in common pursuits. Even the younger sons of peers follow-
ed a trade. They were not too elevated to work in England. Voltaire 
disclosed all these facts in Les Let tres anglaises which the Par-
liament of Paris condemned and burned as scandalous and cont rary 
t o good manners and the respect due to principalities and powers. 
In polit ics Volt a ire f a iled to take back to 
France fr om Engl and the very essence and principl e cf t he Engli sh 
i nst itutions. In his Lettre 'l there wt:< s an absence of any account 
of the English politica l l il)ert i er3 and fr ee c onsti t.rt -~l vn"-.:. ..Co r ms . 
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There is a good chapter on Bacon, on innoculation, sever~l on t he 
Quakers, but on civil constitution there is hardly a wora. of appre-
ciativeness. Voltaire failed to discover that the English sturdi-
ness in the matter of civil rights was the very cause, not only of 
that material prosperity which struck him so forcibly, but also of 
· the fact that a Newton and a Locke were emboldened to give free 
play to their intelligence without fear of being punished for their 
conclusions. There is no doubt but that he admired the English for 
their parliament. Political freedom does not produce men of genius, 
but its atmosphere is more favorable than any other to their making 
the most of their genius in the service of mankind. 
Again, it is astonishing to find that while 
Voltaire was impressed only in a vague and general way with the free 
variety of theological opinion which Protestantism had secured for 
England, the sect which made a mark on his mind was that which con-
ceived the idea that Christianity has after all something to do 
with the type and example of Christ. Voltaire would justly look up-
on the Anglican profession as a temporarily useful and statesman-
like settlement. He praised its clergy for the superior regularity 
of their manners. He marvelled at the religious freedom: 
"S'il n'y avait en Angleterre qu'une religion, son despotisme 
serait a craindre; s'il n'y avait que deux, elles se couperaient la 
gorge; mais il yen a trente, et elles vivent en paix et heureuses." 
(Lettres AngJajses vi,Sur les Presbyteriens.) 
Voltaire speaks of the Quakers with kindliness,, with 
admiration of their simple, dignified, and pacific life. He had a 
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sincere and hearty interest in this sect. He hated war, and nat-
urally would reverence a sect which regarded peace as the first 
principle of Christian faith. In the words of the Quakers: 
"Nous n'allons jarnais a la guerre: ce n' est pas que nous 
, . 
craignions la mort, au contraire nous benissons le moment qu1. 
nous unit a l'Etre des ~tree; mais c'est que nous ne sommes ni 
~ loups, ni tigres, ni dogues, mais hommes, mais chretiens.n 
(Lettres 1, ~ur les Quakers.) 
As has already been mentioned, in the few months 
of exile in England Voltaire acquired such an astonishing mastery 
over English as to be able to read and relish any English book,ren-
dering portions of it into good French verse. He composed an essay 
on epic poetry in the English tongue and wrote one act of Brutus 
in English. lie read Shakespeare and studied very diligently his 
method as well as that of Milton, Dryden,Addison, Pope, and Locke. 
Nor did Voltaire limit himself to the study of 
science, philosophy, and literature. He plunged into the fields of 
theology, studying Lord Herbert, Toland, and Collins. Bolingbroke 
was the direct progenitor of Voltaire's opinions in religion, and 
every article in Voltaire's creed was held by that brilliant and 
disordered genius. He did not always accept Lord Bolingbroke's 
optimism, however; in fact the French poet hated optimism. Boling-
broke's tone peculiarly light and equally well-bred was ingenious. 
This polished man was full of ideas, having plausible opinions on 
all subjects, but he would not take the trouble to work to the 
bottom of any of them. 
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wnat Voltaire wrote against theology shows the 
influence of his English visit. It was the English onslaught that 
sowed in him the seed of the idea, and supplied him with the argu-
mentative instruments of a systematic and reasoned attack on that 
mass of doctrinal superstitions and social abuses which people had 
dared to sneer at only in private. 
Protestantism was, so to speak, the means of cre-
ating and dispersing an atmosphere of rationalism in which there 
sprang up philosophical, theological, and political influences,all 
of them in opposition to the old order of thought and institution. 
The proclaiming of the rights of free judgment tended to substitute 
reason for authority, and evidence for tradition. The political ex-
pression of this change in the civil wars of the seventeenth cen-
tury would naturally deepen the influence of this new principle 
and produce the Lockian rational i sm of the end of the century which 
immediately extended from the faeld of metaphysics to the field of 
theology. 
Voltaire was a deist before he went to England. 
I t was not the metaphysical revolution of Locke which led to deism, 
but the way in which he thought of metaphysics, a way which was im-
mediate1y applied to theology by other people, whether defenders 
or assailants of current opinions. Locke's was 'common-sense think-
ing·' ;and, of course, Voltaire was in thought the very genius of 
good sense. Locke's metaphysics were undeveloped in Voltaire's 
mind, but Voltaire adored Locke for his common-sense modes of think-
ing. The substantial vices of Voltaire's objections to religion first 
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rose from his familiarity with the English form of deism and his 
instinctive feeling for its methods. English deism was only a par-
ticular way of repudiating Christianity. There was as little of 
God in it as there could be. The theory was that God had given each 
man the light of reason and that by this reason every scheme of be-
lief must be tried and accepted or rejected; and that the Christian 
scheme being so tried was found wanting. Voltaire was exasperated 
· against the Church. He was opposed to a religion centering around 
mysticism and miracles irreconcilable with reason. The immortality 
of the soul can never be demonstrated , and this is why it has been 
revealed to us by religion. The immortality of the soul · is an in-
dispensable condition of probity. Voltaire believes that there is 
a deity who shapes our ends, but that the book of Destiny is closed 
to our eyes. He believes, too, in the truth of God and the falsity 
of revealed religion. 
Voltaire, who carried the English way of think-
ing about the supernatural power into France, lived to see a group 
of eager pupils develop his principles into a system of dogmatic 
atheism. The time came when he was spoken of contemptuously as su-
perstitious, a bigot and deist. How can one a ccuse him of this after 
reading his essay on Atheism in the Dictionnai r e philosophigue? In 
this'piece' he says that it is necessary for everyone to have the 
idea of a Supreme Being, creator, governor, rewarder, and avenger, 
deeply engraved in his mind. Atheism is a pernicious monster, it 
is not a s 'funestre' as 'fanatisme' but is fat a l t o virtue. Philos-
ophy ha s done away with much atheism, he concludes. 
Voltaire was not simply making acquaint ances 
and studying the life and literature of the country of his ex ile, 
but he was a lso producing prose, verse, and drama, and polishing 
his own epic p oem. He was collecting materi a l for his le tters on 
religious, socia l, and literary characterist ics of the Engl ish , t o 
be published l a ter in France. 
The first book actually published by Volta i r e 
in ::ngl anci was the volume containing the t wo Engl i sh Es says , ' ·lh i ch 
a}? ge a red. in 17'27. 1l' he first es say ''t.~ s a brief sketch of the French 
Civi l ·:rars whi ch form the sub ject of t he Henr i ad..e. , t he es say ::c·eally 
be i ng a n a dvert i sement for h i s forthcoming p oem . ~he second es say 
is more inte rest ing , conta i n ing various lite r-ary vi ews ana_ c :~ i t i-
ci s1s . ~she was wri tinc for- the Encli sh r- eader , h e ve r-y c~: el~l ly 
v tr-i ec h i s ccount of the [Yr ;; ::.>uo1 efi.n =::.9ics b~r :2.11.-:. -" "n : l ere a nd 
t he ·:·c ";; :::. __ 12.:.::. :..:..r:.thon3 of re 1_Yu.te . I n oov..neo ~ i on ·.: i-:;],_ ~~1cne r he r e-
f erred t o the very fine t anslat i on of Home r by llr. iOj C ~here i s 
a careful ana seri ous crit icism of Bi lton. Volt Qi re woLfers ct the 
skilful way in which ililt on tredts such a barren sub j ect ~s the 
fa l l of man i n Paradise Lost . He speaks ent husiast ically of ililton ' s 
descript ion of the spousal loves of Adam e..nd Eve . Love i s a virtue 
with Milt on , not a weakness. Voltaire s ays there i s n owhere e l se 
anyt h ing l i k e such l ove nor like t he p oe try whi ch describes it; 
t hough the episo de of Deat h and_ Sin is a disgust ing and ab ominable 
s t ory. Th ese es says v1ere transl .ted into Fr ench . 
So gre c.-.. t was h i s deli ght on see i ng Shakesp eare ' s 
JuJ,.j. v.s Ca esa-c p l ayGd on the Lon6. on s t a t;e , that Vo l taire be gan a Dlay 
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on a ~ oman subject . He chose the stor y of the elde r Brutus who 
condemn ed hi s s on t o death f or the sake and cau se of liberty. The 
f i rst act of his play was writt en in English prose under t he gui d-
ance of Bolingbroke to whom Voltaire dedicated his Brutus when i t 
was finally comp leted and published in French in 1731. 
One can readily see the influence which the 
free ins t itutions and national lil)erty of England had exerted on 
Voltaire in this play. Hatred of arbitrary power is the keynote 
of the drama. Some of the sentiments seem to have direct refer-
ence to his own country and times, even to himself. No doubt he 
was thinking of his own unjust confinement when he wrote: 
"Arr~ter un Romain sur de simples soupgons, 
C'est agir en tyrans." 
He must have had the French in view in the lines: 
"Esclaves de leurs rois, et m~me de leurs prgtres, 
Les Toscans semblent nes pour servir sous des ma~tres." 
Brutus appeared with great success the first day of its presenta-
tion , but failed almost the following day. It was a disappointment 
to the public which had expected too much. 
Again under the influence of Julius Caesar, 
Voltaire began another tragedy which in 1731 was produced as ~ 
Mort de Cesar.He imitated Shakespeare in this drama. He had already 
translat ed directly the scene in which Antony harangues the Romans; 
but as he found that Shakespeare's play was horrible for the most 
part, he found it impossible to translate it all. Voltaire,there-
for e,composed his play in the English taste. However, in Voltaire's 
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piece, which turns entirely on the supposition that Brutus was 
Caesar's son, there is nothing which could make the English be-
lieve that it is written in the English taste. 
It was one of the elements in the plan of 
dramatic reform that took root in Voltaire's mind -during his re-
sidence in England that the subjects of tragedy should be more 
masculine, and that love should cease to be the dominating factor. 
He was tired of the same knots, the same jealousy, the breach, the 
usual coquetry, princes as actors, and perpetual blood-shed simply 
as a matter of course. He was tiring of lovers' woes which were 
not half so touching as a mother's grief on the loss of her son. 
Thus in Mere~ we have maternal sentiment in what is doubtless the 
best of Voltaire's tragedies. It was the same conviction of the 
propriety of making tragedy a means of expressing other emotions 
that led to the composition and novel treatment of Roman subjects 
in Brutus and La !\[ort de Cesar. Here the French drama first became 
_.. 
in some degree truly political , although we cannot accuse Voltaire 
of any design to stir up political feeling. He was essentially ar-
istocratic and did not wish for an approach to political revolution. 
He was forever admiring and praising English freedom; but, it was 
not the praise o~ a lover o~ popular government , but the envy of 
a man of letters whose every move was censored by the press or by 
the police.His aim was to stir up a passion of a more general kind 
for energetic patriotism. La Mort oe c6sar or Brutus was not the 
embodiment of a warning to slay tyrants or to execute stern judg-
ment on their sons , but the embodiment o~ self-sacrificing patriot-
ism and devoted public honor. 
Along with his numerous other works Voltaire 
was spending a good deal of time polishing his Epic, the Henriade 
which was published in 1728. He considered this work of more con-
sequence than all the others taken together. Fascinated when in 
France by the story of Henry iv, he determined to write an epic 
about France with Henry iv as the great hero. Unfortunately, he 
found it easier to write a French national epic than to publish it. 
He was refused permission to publish his La Ligue although it was 
to be dedicated to Louis xv. His determination to produce his epic 
led him to go to Rouen where he had it published. It found its way 
to Earis, where it was eagerly read because it had been forbidden 
and denounced by Church and State. It was in London, however, that 
the poem appeared as Voltaire wanted it, under the name of the 
Henriade.It was duly advertised by books and magazines and had al-
ready been introduced by Voltaire himself in his Essay on the Civil 
Wars of France.It was dedicated to Queen Caroline who had been kind 
to Voltaire and who had agreed to be the patroness of the epic.In 
a letter to the Queen he stated that as Descartes had dedicated his 
Erinciples to the celebrated Princess Palatine Elizabeth,so he, 
Voltaire, dedicated the Henriade to Caroline, not only as the Pro-
tectress of all Arts and Sciences, but also as the best Judge of 
them. The epic had a very successful run in England as well as in 
Ireland where Swift secured numerous subscribers in return for a 
favor Voltaire had done for Swift. There is no doubt but that Lord 
Carteret, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, promoted the success of the 
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poem, because he knew Swift and Voltaire and was a great lover 
of literature. Many were the rewards of the French poet. The King 
and Queen headed the list of subscribers, and the King sent him 
five hundred pounds · besides inviting him to his private suppers. 
Even the Queen of Prussia, a great friend of Queen Caroline, sent 
Voltaire a medallion containing Caroline's portrait. The profits 
he gained from this English edition are thought to be the real be-
ginning of a fortune larger than any ever obtained by a man of 
letters. Especially was Voltaire struck by the generosity of his 
English subscribers. Here ·was another occasion to contrast the 
French and English~The French are rich in words and generous in 
promises; the words and promises of the English are equally good. 
No matter what he published, Voltaire was 
always exposing himself either to persecution or to controversy 
of some kind. Upon the publication of the Henriade a newspaper 
article appeared in the "Daily Postn announcing the poem,adding 
that it was mutilated. In reply Voltaire contradicted the remark 
saying that the bookseller had published six bad and low lines 
not Voltaire's, which had been printed in a former edition o~ 
Ligue, and in the place of which there were six other lines much 
bolder and stronger in the Henriade. The publisher Prevost accused 
Voltaire of prevarication • This controversy between author and 
publisher may have been a mere battle of words simply to draw the 
attention of the public to the poem as a means of advertisement. 
If the 'battle' was genuine, however, it did not last long, for 
an article soon appeared in the "Post'' saying that Voltaire and 
Prevost were reconciled, each withdrawing his accusation of the 
other. 
Volt a ire could not bear any one criticising 
bu.t o"'l\e. C."t-iti~ ·I 'S 'tr-. \1\1(\.~ p-q-t-·ti~u.L<t-.,.LY G\.'»!~S I'Il8 +u hi-., . 
him, A French Prot estant refugee posing as an English nobleman , 
who was angry at Voltaire for choosing as his hero a sovereign 
who accepted Catholicism and vexed because Voltaire did not exalt 
Prot estantism, made a critica l comment on the lienriade. He made 
so bold as t o observe that the Henriade was a work against the 
Prot estant religi on! Although Voltaire produced a p oem against 
is 
t h e English religion , hel\received :=Ta cious l y by the King and the 
·ueen and t ~1 P. uvr·ility. In conclnfl ing , the critic, Jl'aget by name , 
exp ress eel a wish that Volto. i re Y.Jould r emain in EnG::..dnd. u!l<i J: l,_b lish 
a new and less Papist edi tion of h i s epic . 
Al l this time , Voltaire was writ ing to Thieriot 
descri bi ng the pol itica l and intellectua l world about h i m. On his 
r eturn to France he began to gather together these collections,en-
l arge on them , and prepare them for publication as Lettres sur les 
Angl ais . Though intended for the French readers they were trans-
lated int o English and published in London,l733.It met with great 
success in England, while it was publicly burned in France, The 
book was a revelation of England to France. Before i t s app earance 
Newt on, Locke, Bacon, Shakespeare, Pope, and Addison were not known 
in France. Its publication resulted in an interest for English phil-
os ophy, language, and literature. The Histoire de Charles xii also 
t ook some of his spare time while in England; Bolingbroke, Fabrice, 
and the Ducheas of Marlborough supplying the information about the 
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Swedish king. 
At the beginning of 1729, Voltaire prepared t o 
leave England. He had published the Henriade ', completed his colle c-
tions for his Lettres philosophiques, had collected material for the 
Si~cle de Louis xiv and for the Histoire de Charles xii, had ma de 
all the friends he cared to, had seen all he wanted to see, and be-
sides all this had heaped up a goodly fortune. There is much mystery 
about the reason for his return to France and many stories doubtless 
written by his rivals. One writer says that he was caned out of France 
by a nobleman and caned back again by a bookseller. Another asserts 
that Voltaire cheated and robbed Lord Peterborough, and fled from 
England to save his life from the sword of the generous patron who 
had been kind and hospitable to Volt aire. However true or false 
these stories may be, Voltaire returned to France in February of 
1729 where he remained concealed for some time with Thieriot. In 
April he was given permission to return to Paris, but warned not 
to appear at Court. The wrath of the critics was great, but this 
fact only incited the author to produce more works concerning Eng-
land and against the French usages. 
L'histoire de Char les xii, a true masterpiece, 
revealed the genius of the writer in history. It was even suggested 
that Voltaire was born to reform history. This book written in Eng-
land, though free from satire was prohibited in France as the Henriade 
had been. Again Voltaire journeyed to n ouen to have his history print-
ed, and again the book found its way secretly into Paris. 
In La Mort de Mademoiselle Lecouvreur we find a 
kind of satire. This actress adored by the public on the stage was 
after her death the object of ecclesiastical slander. "Elle a channl 
le monde, et vous l"en punissez! 11 * What a contrast to England!"o'U 
les mortels osent penser." * 
/ 
"C'est la qu' on sait tout dire, et tout recompenser; 
I ./ t t .._ Nul art n'est meprise, ou succes a sa gloire. 
Lecouvreur a Londres aurait eu des tombeaux 
Parmi les beaux-esprits, les rois, et les heros." * 
/ 
The tragedy Eriphyle published in 1732, con-
tains satiric passages against princes and superstition. 
"Il faut rougir de moi, trembler au nom d'un pere; 
Me cacher par faiblesse aux moindres citoyens, 
' Et reprocher rna vie a ceux dent je la tiens. 
Prejug~ malheureux! eclatante chimere 
Que l'orgueil inventa, que la faible revere, 
Par qui je vois languir le merite abattu 
Aux pieds d'un prince indigne, ou d'un grand sans vertu. 
Lea mortels sent egaux: ce n'est point la naissance, 
C'est la seule vertu qui fait leur diff~rence. 
C'est elle qui met l'homme au rang des demi-dieux; 
Et qui sert son pays n'a pas besoin d'aieux." 
/ ./ (Alcemon, Act ii, Scene i, Eriphyle.) 
There is a moral strain throughout this tragedy: "perissent les 
moeurs plut'St que l'esprit et la finesse du go-a.t 11 ! 
To give himself time to correct the errors he 
/ 
had made in Eriphyle, Voltaire had begun another tragedy, Zaire. 
* La Mort de Mademoiselle Lecouvreur. 
Much like Shakespeare's Othello,a sentimental element prevails thru-
out: there is burning passion and bitter jealousy. Orosmane is a sul-
tan in Jerusalem who has taken captive Lusignan, a Christian king. 
Orasmane wants to marry the slave Zaire, daughter of Lusignan, tho' 
she does not know it, and therefore practices the cult of Mohomet. 
Nerestan, also a prisonner of Orasmane, comes from the court of 
Louis ix and makes every effort to free Lusignan. Orasmane wants 
to marry Zaire and refuses to allow Nerestan to show his affections 
for the girl. Finally, Lusignan recognizes Zaire as his daughter 
by a cross she is wearing, and Nerestan as his son by a scar the 
youth bears. Zaire promises her father to become a Christian,but 
so great was Orasmane's jealousy when he brings a priest to bap-
tize Zaire, that the sultan killed Zaire and himself. 
The philosophy of Pope is plainly visible in 
the words of Zaire: 
"La coutume, la loi plia mes premiers ans 
Ala religion des heureux musulmans. · 
Je le vois trop; les soins qu'on prend de notre enfance 
Ferment nos sentiments, nos moeurs, notre croyance. 
J'eusse ete pres du Gange esclave des faux dieux, 
Chretienne dans Paris, musalmane en ces lieux. 
' L'instruction fait tout, et la main de nos peres 
Grave en nos faibles coeurs ces premiers caracteres, 
Que l'exemple et le temps nous viennent retracer, 
.1\ Et que peut-etre en nous Dieu seul peut effacer." 
(Zaire,Act 1, Scene 1.) 
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The idea that was always the favorite weapon for smiting the over-
confident devotees of a single supernatural revelation is contain-
ed here. Once again Voltaire chose an Englishman to dedicate his 
tragedy to in the person of Falkener whose guest he had been while 
in England. No doubt the great success of this most interesting 
tragedy was due to the fact that the subject matter was modern and 
French. It served to reconcile Voltaire with his countrymen. 
Le Temple du Gofit(l731) placed Voltaire among 
the sovereign judges of literature who have spread a broad the glory 
of ancient and modern writers. This work made more enemies for him 
than any of his other writings, that is among his contemporaries. 
He was not pardonned for even daring to judge the poets of the past 
" century and to find fault with Corneille, Racine, and Despreaux . Yet 
in half a century every judgment made by Voltaire in the Temple du 
Goht became the general opinion of the enlightened men of the period. 
The work was an ingenius and satiric review of literature and of art. 
Says the author: 
"Il est plus ai se' de dire ce que ce temple n'est pas que de faire 
connaftre ce qu'il est. J'ajouterai seulement, en gen6ral, pour eviter 
la difficulte: 
Simple en ~tait la noble architecture; 
A / Chaque ornement , a sa pl ace arrete , 
y semblait mis par l a neces s it€: 
L' art s ' y ca cha it sous l' air de l a nature ; 
L'oeil s a tisfa it embrassait sa structure , 
- y 
Jama is surpris , et toujours enchante .n 
(Le Temple Qu GoQt ~ 
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':
1he nain idea vms that we can class ify all ' esprits of what ever 
kind they may be into two peo}les: t ~ o se of ' go~t ', and t h ose who 
are not c" pable of judging anything . One c 0 n see in the :emnle du 
Gout , the t a s te s of Vol. t:: 5.r-o n ot s o I;1 lCh "b ~r l~i s defini t i on as by 
exanples .1.e ::::"3TE . C:.1c cc..n ~- ls c unders-'.iand vil'Y.t must have oeen :.~ .1e 
fccli i.l ;::_·s of h is eontemporari es when ;hey s ,,.., tllemsel ves di vid.e d in-
·;:; o ~--. io ch ss es , the most part of wll i ch was open t o scorn and riclic tlle . 
_ ... s for the other cl ass , i t was evident l y that of the aut h oT ' 3 :f:rienc.ls; 
s .. nd we know what k i nd of peop l e they were. I t was the so ciety of t h e 
'J:emple , the little court of Sceaux , ano. a ll the people of p leasure -
loving sort , ·.Jith ·whom the auth or had formed his tastes: people of 
a keen , delicat e mind , very much cultivated by lit erature , by works 
of art , by a ll the elegances of hi b soc i ety , but who were enclined 
to an exclusive humor , prudery·, ancl in a word , of ' noble s s e '. But 
the r8le taken by Vol tai re as dictator of ' soat ' , of universal can-
s oT of v; riters and artists wi th ·wounding remarks t o h i s cont er.Jf Or -
aries , coul d not gain for h im the sympathy of the ' beaux esprits ', 
already too envious of h is genius and of his renown. 
Al though Les Let tres Philosophiques had t o be 
s omewhat altered, t hey finally found the ir way into print in 1 734, 
as an outline o£ the philosophy of the a ge. These Lettres had two 
objects: the first was to make his count rymen ac~uainted with what 
appeared to h im most interesting , important , and striking in the 
thought, science, literature, politics, and social a spects of Eng-
land. The other object was to bring out so far as he dared the con-
trast between what he admired in the freedom of England and what 
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repelled him in the despotism of France with its oppressive admin-
istration and intolerant Church. The praise of England, the praise 
of empiricism of Locke, the scientific spirit of Newton to the det-
riment of metaphysics and revelation, the indirect criticism of 
French society and of absolute government angered the French. 
The first seven Lettres deal with the Anglican 
religion with a few indirect criticisms of the Catholic faith;eight 
and nine are a study of politics; ten, of commerce; eleven, of vac-
cination which failed to penetrate France for a long time; twelve to 
seventeen, philosophy and science: Bacon, Locke, and Newton;eighteen 
and nineteen, the theater and Shakespeare; twenty to twenty-two, po-
etry: Rochester, Pope, Swift; twenty-three and. four, the favor best ow-
ed on men of letters in England; the twenty-fifth letter acting as a 
) 
conclusion together with some remarks on the Pensees of Pascal. 
Voltaire was much impressed by Quakerism.Cu-
rious to find out all about the sect, he sought out Andrew Pitt who 
took him to Quaker meetings and explained their beliefs. He was de-
lighted with Quakerism from its minimum of dogma, its rejection of 
a priesthood and of litigation, to its contempt for tithes and ab-
horrence of war. Along with this religion, he describes others,the 
purpose being to disclose religious freedom in England: 
"Un Anglais, comme homme libre,va au ciel par le chemin qui 
lui pla1t~ 11 
(Lettres Philosophigues, v.) 
Likewise in politics he wanted to see the abuses 
corrected. His ideal would be a realm such as England where the press 
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would be free: 
"La nation anglaise est la seule de la terre qui soit parvenue 
a regler le pouvoir des rOis en leur r~sistant, et qui d'efforts 
en efforts ait enfin r~tabli ce gouvernement sage ou le prince, 
tout puissant pour faire du bien, a les mains liees pour faire 
du mal." 
(Lettres Philosophiques , viii.) 
We have a duty to perform for human society on 
this earth; we must contribute our part to civilization and to the 
general well-being: 
ltJe ne sais pourtant pas lequel est le plus utile a un e'tat t 
ou un seigneur bien poudrt qui sait precisement A quelle 
heure le roi se leve, a quelle heure il ae couche, et qui 
se donne des airs de grandeur en jouant le role d'esclave 
dans l'anti-chambre d'un ministre, ou un n6gociant qui en-
richit son pays, donne de son cabinet des ordres a Surate 
et au Caire, et contribue au bonheur .du monde. 11 
(Lettres Philosophiques, x.) 
Voltaire's enthusiastic admiration for Locke 
and Newton appears in the Lettres, in which there is a lucid and a 
lively summary of Newton's discoveries and of their results , the 
foremost among these being the annihilation of the vortices of Des-
cartes. Descartes' vortices had been destroyed by Newton. The clear-
ness with which Voltaire describes the decomposition of light by 
Newton is remarkable. 
":Newton, avec le seul secours du prisme, a demontre aux yeux 
que la lumiere est un amas de rayons colores, qui tous en-
- 'D 'I 
semble donnent la couleur blanche. Un seul rayon est divise 
par lui en sept rayons qui viennent tous se placer sur un 
ligne ou sur un papier blanc dans leur ordre, l'un au-dessus 
de l'autre et d'ine'gales distances.n 
(Lettres Philosophiques, xvi.) 
The French philosopher held Shakespeare as a semi-
barbarous writer with many beauties,and in his Lettres philosophiques, 
there is a French translation of the 'To be or not to be' speech;yet 
nothing can be more non-sensical, Voltaire declares, than to talk of 
the grave-diggers in the play from which he took the famous solilo-
quy. 
Just another of Voltaire's writings which was to 
add to his future fame,yet gained many enemies in his own day because 
of its satire on France, its government, its religion, clergy, phil-
osophy, and even its literature! 
Les poemes philosophigues consists of the Discours 
' ' / sur l' h omme, Poeme sur la loi naturelle, and Poeme sur le desastre 
de Lisbonne.These were written by the advice of Madame du Chatelet, 
to avoid dangerous subjects which would cause more hatred for Voltaire. 
The Discours sur l'homme is subdivided into poems on liberty,equality, 
envy, moderation, pleasure, and true virtue, cleverly written and very 
interesting. In La loi naturelle Voltaire discloses his belief that 
God has given men the ideas of justice and conscience as he ha s given 
them everything that is necessary to them. We are under the hand of 
the invisible Master who has given us a uniform moral for all times 
and all nations.All are made of the same origin, all hearts contain 
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the same virtue given by God, though we may clothe it with error 
and imposture, yet it cannot be changed. The universe is a temple 
where God sits as judge. We should live as brothers, forgive each 
other, and help our neighbors. 
"Ami, ne pr~viens point le jugement c(leste; 
Respecte ces mortels;pardonne a leur vertu: 
I Ils ne t'ont point damne,pourquoi les damnes-tu?" 
(Po~me sur la loi naturelle, Part iii.} 
Our first duty is to be just and truthful, for truth comes from 
heaven, error from earth. In his prayer to God Volt~ire says: 
"Tu ne nous as point donne un coeur pour nous hair et des 
mains pour nous egorger; fais que nous nous aidions mutuellement a 
porter le fardeau d' une vie penible et passagere; que les petites 
differences entre les v~tements qui couvrent nos debiles corps, entre 
taus nos langages insuffisants, entre taus nos usages ridicules,entre 
toutes nos lois imparfaites, entre toutes nos opinions insense~s •••• 
que toutes ces petites nuances qui distinguent les atomes appeles 
'hommes' ne scient pas des signaux de haine et de persecution." 
(Sur la tol~rance, chapter xxiii.) 
Le .... le ~ de Lisbonne is directed 12oeme sur desastre against 
optimism at the time of the Lisbon earthquake, and the idea that 
whatever is is right:'Tout est bien'. Why did the poor children 
have to suff er at Lisbon? Was that city more wicked than Paris or 
London? God is just, yet why must we suffer under a just God? Men , 
born for torments, perish one by the other; yet they say ' tout est 
bien.' The book of fat e is closed to our sight, man does not know 
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•:1hc.t he is. '.7 e are a lot of thinking atoms wi1j:lvnt the p ower t o s ee 
and to know ou:c ;: e:.. ves . Some a.s.y ~, 11 will be well: that i s the h ope ; 
all is v1ell nov7 : t hat i s t he i l lusi c.:1 .. 
·'\ .. :n. l heureux mortels! 6' terr e deploralJle ! 
0 de t ous le s m ort el ~- <:..r-.:s emblage effroyable! 
"" D' inutiles douleur s eternel entretiens ! 
21hilosophes trompes qui criez: Tout es t bien, 
Accourez! Contemplez ces ruines affreuses, 
Ces debris, ces lambeaux, ces cendres malheureuses! 11 
(Desastre de Lisboru1e.) 
All that we have left is the hope that everything will be all right. 
There is a God who rewards and avenges, at least to 
make morals respected. Such is the underlying thought of the Diction-
naire philosophique. Voltaire's natural religion consists in the be-
lief in God and the practice of virtue, the hope of reward and the 
fear of punishment: 
11Le grand objet, le grand inter€h, Cl? me semble, n' est pas 
d'argumenter en metaphysique, mais de peser s'il faut,pour 
le bien commun de nous autres pauvres animau:x: miserables 
et pensants, admettre un Dieu remunerateur et vengeur,qui 
nous serve a la fois de frein et de consolation, ou rejeter 
cette id6e en nous abandonnant a nos calamites sans esp€-
ranees, et l nos crimes sans remords." 
(Dictionnaire philosophique,Section v.) 
Atheism is fatal to virtue and a menace to society. It stifles reason 
and strews death and discord about. In speaking of the liberty of 
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conscience, Voltaire says that everyone should be allowed to say 
and write what he thinks. "Laissez lire et laissez danser; ces deux 
amusements ne feront jamais de mal au monde." Speaking of democracy 
he declares that there is no tyranny nor cruelty in a democracy,but 
liberty and equality. 
./ Micromegas, modeled after Swift's Gulliver's Travels ) 
is directed against the philosophers and Cathol icism. It is about the 
adventures of an inhabitant of the star Sirius who travels among the 
planets and surveys the philosophical systems of mankind. Mioromegas 
and a philosopher went to Earth, noticing the insignificance of man. 
Micromegas asks men to tell about the soul. There was some disagree-
ment, some citing Aristotle, others Descartes, Locke, Leibnitz. On 
his departure Micromegas gave men a book on philosophy, which when 
taken to Paris and opened in the Academy of Sciences was found to 
contain nothing but a white cover. 
In the Philosophie de Newton, Voltaire preaches 
Newtonianism and makes fun of the doctrine of Descartes, as well 
as discloses his deism and religious ideas. Truth must be proved 
by fact s, not by metaphysics.The Essai sur les Moeurs is an ex-
position qf the tendencies and feelings of the human race at dif-
ferent periods of its history, and the lessons derived therefrom. 
The history of civilization is a struggle between fantasy and rea-
son in which reason wins, making sure the general progress of hu-
manity. In the Middle Ages ignorance and superstition prevailed: 
"Les arts,qui adoucissent les esprits en les eclairant, 
commencerent un peu a renaftre des le xi l siecle; mais 
ce germe, abrutissent presque tous les espriti:". 
(Essai.) 
War , too, is another great sin of humanity: 
"Dans quel etat florissant serait done l'Europe, sans les 
guerres continuelles qui la troublent pour de tres 16gers 
interets et souvent pour de petits caprices! " 
(Essai sur les Moeurs.) 
Now all Voltaire's opinions expressed in his works 
about liberty and equality were not expressed in vain. They formed 
the nucleus for the struggle for freedom in the French Revolution. 
In his treatise on Democracy in the Dictionnaire philosophique,Voltaire 
has especially alluded to liberty and equality as being necessary to 
a democracy. In describing freedom he has said:"La meme force d'esprit 
qui conduit au vrai nous rend bons citoyens; qu'est-ce que d'etre 
libres? C'est conna~tre bien les droits de l'homme. Quand on les 
conna.it,on les defend de m~me". (Champion.) The reforms which the 
Constituante accomplished had nearly all been demanded by Voltaire 
who had even predicted the blessings of posterity after these re-
forms had been realized. The clergy has trampled people under its 
feet, but the day of reason will come, says Voltaire. All religion · 
must be separated from the government, religion ought not to be an 
affair of the state, conscience is to be free- and after the Revo-
lution was free. Voltaire, consequently, under his English influence 
was one of the foremost leaders of the French Revolution. 
Voltaire's visit to England was the turning point 
of his life, his ovm writings being a proof of this fact.Voltaire 
had led a pleasurable life in France among gay society folks though 
he received occasional rebuffs in the field of 'belles-lettres'be-
cause of his cutting remarks. In England he was allowed to say and 
write what he pleased, though he was never free from criticism. 
He did not have to go to England to obtain his 
first glimpse of political and constitutional freedom, for he had 
seen it in Holland. He did not have to visit England to experience 
England's first influence on him; he had known Bolingbroke in France. 
Yet the fact remains that Voltaire without his visit to England 
would not have been the Voltaire we know. The effect of England 
was rather a general than a particular one. 'Liberty' was the one 
word Voltaire took back to France: liberty from political tyranny, 
liberty from the oppression of the Catholic clergy.Religious free-
dom was especially interesting to the French exile. It was a period 
of Jansenist quarrels in France. In England there was a large num-
ber of sects all of which existed peacefully side by side with liberty 
of conscience and free discussion. All doubts and disbeliefs were 
spoken openly to everyone. There was a Deistical controversy going 
on while Voltaire was in England. Collins, devoting himself to the 
argument against prophecy, denied the fact that prophecies of t he 
Old Testament could be any proof of the truth of Christianity. 
Woolston,too, denied the miracles in the New Testament, Tindal, 
Toland, and Bolingbroke joining in the controversy.Voltaire with 
his wit ty remarks joined in the battle of words. 
Though Voltaire preferred France to England, 
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.he never tired of contrasting the two countries. He found perfect 
liberty in writing the wildest ideas in England without danger,while 
in France even his ordinary works were burned. A bold philosophy 
offered in England created no excitement, while in France it caused 
astonisrunent. France was still under the influence of Descartes; 
England offered Voltaire the metaphysics of Locke and of Hewton. 
In the field of politics there was a big difference between the two 
countri es. There was no Bastil l e in England , but political just i ce 
snd freedom : one justice for all ; not as in ? ranee where ea ch clas s 
or socie ty ha& its own i &eas of justi ce anQ puni shment . Hadn ' t Vol tai re 
been unjust l y ex iled and i mp risoned? 
Howeve r much Englj_sh ic1eas influenced h im, Vol t a ire 
w s not i~ r essed by the styl e of English li t erature . He belonged to 
the ~rench school where he had re ce ived h i s literar y training , and 
tJ::.o z _ he dmirect the aring of ~:1e. :S:il[;lish \lriters , t'1ere >Jas no -·.~ .Ll -
in: i · Eng i s h li terature that c oul~ :ive 7o:t a ire t h t clearness 
and 8-.iSe VJhich his works pos ses s cc . 
~here i s no doubt bu t that Vol t i re would have been 
t he gres. ·cest \-;ri t er of uhe eighte enth century ana the wi tt i est of 
r en ' li t hout h is exile t o 3nglana . On t he other hand woulcl the worl d 
t od y ass es s such works a s Les l ettres philosophiques , l es po~mes 
A philos ophiq_ues, le dict i onnaire philosophique , e.nct l e temple du gout , 
if the gre at wr i te r had not gone to Engl and a poe t and returned t o 
Fran ce a philosopher an s age? 
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